
 
 

 
 

HC2535MF - HC3545MF Universal multi-purpose 

Flat & Round Function Screen Printing Machine 
 
 

Simple Operation 
Controlled by CPU microcomputer, function fully & easy to operate. 
 
Uses:  
Cylindrical type printer is suitable for cylindrical, cone-shaped & oval-shaped 
materials printing, such as all sorts of cups, bottles, pipes, buckets & so on, for 
example pen, shafts, cues, cosmetic, bottles, cosmetic containers, scale, knobs 
etc… 
Economic & practical 
It’s a kind of full automatic screen printer with leggier design.  
Ingenious save space, halftone vertically elevates & descends, ink flows without 
aberrancy. 
Multipoint cushion 
Favorable sealed cushioning equipment can eliminate impact & vibration quickly. 
UPS & downs of the print head 
It facilitates the cleaning & replacement of halftone, & also makes scraper & 
covering ink blade easy to clean. 
Scan register rapidly 
The trimming function of printing table & screen frame makes scanning register 
rapidly & easily. 
Synchrony drive technology 
Gears, racks & configured molds binned C closely to accomplish synchrodrive, to 
ensure accurate color printing. 
 

 
                                                                                          HC2535MF       HC3545MF 

Table size(DXW, cm) 29 X 45 41 X 58 

Suction area (DXW, cm) 22 X 42 30 X 46 

Max printing area (DXW, cm) 25 X 35 35 X 50 

Height of screen frame 15-25 

Thickness of printing work pieces 0-150 

Diameter X of curved surface printing (mm) Ф8-120x200 Ф20-145x250 

Outside diameter of the largest frame of circular 
surface (DXW, mm) 

360x610 480x750 

Maximum capacity (P/H, maximum speed and total 
distance ) 

1000 900 

Maximum capacity of circular surface (P/H, 
maximum speed and total distance) 

1200 1100 

Power supply  Single phase, 110V/220V,50/60Hz 

Gross power (KW) 1.5 

Compressed gas source(Kg/cm2) 6 ~ 8 

Gas consumption (L/REV) 6．4 8.8 

Machine size (WXDXH, cm) 90X70X165 95X75X165 

Machine weight (Kg) 160 185 
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